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Abstract: Educating the K-Gray engineering community in today’s digital world requires straightforward yet flexible access to high-
quality educational resources. Inspires by this, we propose an automatic evaluation system for learning resources ranking in a real
world digital library, Engineering Pathway (EP). The Engineering Pathway is a portal to high-quality teaching and learning resources
in engineering, applied science and math, computer science/information technology, and engineering technology, which is designed
for use by K-12 and university educators and students. We model the best and most popular leaning resource objects from Premier
Award Winners to recognize high-quality and non-commercial courseware designed to enhance the engineering education. We adopt
the D-S evidence theory to model our problem. After giving effective definition of the mass function, the model can be transferred into
multinomial regression model. We try three different models: linear regression, quadratic regression and sextic regression to get the
most practicable model. With the help of this model, it will be much more simple and precise to help our domain experts to select the
most valuable learning resources in our EP digital library. Experiments show that out proposed model performs well through training
and optimization.
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1 Introduction

Educating the K-Gray engineering community in today’s
digital world requires straightforward yet flexible access
to high-quality educational resources. The goal of this
project is to create and steward the K-Gray Engineering
Pathway (EP) [1] a premier portal to comprehensive
engineering and computing education resources within
the greater National Science Digital Library (NSDL), by
combining NEEDS (National Engineering Education
Digital-library System) expertise in higher education and
lifelong learning with TE’s (TeachEngineering) expertise
and experience in K-12 engineering education, as shown
in Figure 1. The Engineering Pathway has gone well
beyond its initial goals in the growth of resources since its
inception in 2005. About 10% are K-12 resources and
90% are for higher education audiences.We already have
more than 9,000 registered users up to now, so it is very
important to research the effective way to use these users’
behavior information, and it will be really helpful to
improve our EP designing and to guide our users.

Fig. 1: Screen image of the Engineering Pathway

For now, users can get search results by inputting
query keywords in our EP homepage, as shown in Figure
2, we input ”data mining” as search keyword, and we can
get 26 learning resource objects. From the results page,
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Fig. 2: results of Search “ data mining ”

we can get a summary of each item, such as: title,
resource, discipline, and the source where they come
from. If we click the link under the first learning resource
title, that is,“Automated Software Engineering Research
Group”, we get more details about it, as shown in Figure
3. We can see”Comments (0) and Reviews (0)”on the
right of this page, after user logging in, he/she can add
comment about it. On the left navigation menu of our
homepage, there is one part for ”highlighted resources” as
shown in Figure 4. The number of comments and reviews
have increased dramatically during the award period,
starting with 1,000 on October 1, 2005, reaching 12,259
on October 1, 2011.At the end of 2011, the cumulative
number of downloads for our catalog records are
approximately 860, 00. As connecting users to
educational resources is EP’s primary goal, we are
interested in the views of the catalog records for these
resources as well as how many of these views lead to
downloading the resource. A“ download”is defined as
linking to the actual resource or downloading a document,
file or executable.

The “100 Most Commented“ is what we used in this
paper. By clicking the link, you can get the top 100 most
commented learning resource objects by usage statistics
on an individual discipline or all of the disciplines in our
entire site, as shown in Figure 5. We can get the most
commented one on the entire site with titleBeyond Bias
and Barriers: Fulfilling the Potential of Women in
Academic Science and Engineeringby National
Academies Press, and with 231 comments. The contents
of comment should contain rating, comment title,
comment description, author and post time, as shown in
Figure 6. How to use these dataset to answer the
questions like“Which learning resource object should we
choose” or “Which one is the best search result and
which one is exactly what I want”? That is the reason

Fig. 3: Summary page about the learning resource

why we focus on using these comments to evaluate the
learning resources, and we can achieve this by selecting
the best alternative that matches all of the digital library
user’s criteria.

EP offers annual awards forPremier Award for
Excellence in Engineering Education Courseware[2],
announced at the Frontiers In Education Conference,
which is an instrumental tool for our users to select the
best quality learning resource objects. The Premier Award
competition is open to a wide range of submissions of
high-quality, engaging, non-commercial learning
innovations designed to enhance engineering education.

During the process of selecting the winners of the
Premier Award, the judges start off by reviewing the
criteria for excellence and adjusting these criteria based
on new engineering education research as well as new
innovations in the enabling technologies. Updated criteria
for excellence are published on the EP site as part of the
Premier Award pages [3]. Evaluation studies show that
our strength is a consistent interface with strong usability
features. We are valued for our quality content that is
well-defined in terms of engineering and computing
education. Our users appreciate “precision”in a search
over “recall”, hence our emphasis on evaluation criteria
and review processes. That’s the reason why we focused
on developing evaluation criteria, pruning existing
resources and adding quality content.

All of these works are outstanding with the help of
domain experts; however from another point of view, also
are intensive. So in this paper, we focus on how to
implement an automation evaluation system, and the
Premier Award could use it as a reference. We have
focused our impact analyzes on the Premier Award
courseware and our most downloaded resources.

Based on our previous collaborative research [4] [5]
[6], we can learn lots of lessons by mining the
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Fig. 4: Highlighted Resources

comprehensive information from EP, and to date, EP has
26,421 catalog records as December 31, 2012.
Collectively, all of the EP collections average over 1
million page views a month. Over 60% of our records
have at least one comment or review. So in this phase, we
focus on how to effectively use users’ behavior to help us
improve our educational digital library services. One of
these implement methods is to find to most helpful and
popular learning resource. According to experimental
results, we discover that we can use the most downloaded
as a measure of quality, and at the same time consider the
properties of comments of these learning resources. The
most downloads are the 100 Most Popular on our
homepage left menu, as shown in Figure 4, and the
contents of learning resources’ comments as shown in
Figure 6. There are lots of uncertain properties and

Fig. 5: Top 100 Most commented Resources

Fig. 6: Comment Page of the most commented item

missing values in thedownloadsand comments, so we
choose D-S evidences theory as basic tool [7]. The
reasons we choose this method will be given in the
following sections.

2 Related work

D-S evidence theory is a method broadly applied in data
fusion or information fusion for decision-making, and it
can also used for evaluation, building trust model and so
on so forth. As for data fusion, Khazaee et al. [8]
proposed a representative data fusion approach which
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exploits Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) classifiers and Dempster-Shafer
(D-S) evidence theory for classifier fusion, it was used to
recognize crucial faults of mechanical systems with high
confidence, indubitably decision level fusion. by using the
D-S theory rules for classifier fusion, the accuracy was
14.5% and 20.2% higher than SVM and ANN
respectively. Du et al. [9] also use D-S theory to fuse and
classify satellite remote sensing image for monitoring, it
was adopted to combine the outputs of three member
classifiers to generate the final classification map with
higher accuracy than that by any individual classifier.
Zhang et.al [10] modified the fusion method of evidence
information after considering context’s reliability,
time-efficiency, and relativity, to improve the classical
fusion rule and to ensure the QoS of Web-based mobile
application. There are many researches in this area, some
of them can be seen in [11] and [12]. In our paper, we use
a combination of D-S theory and multiple linear
regression to deal with different application scenarios.

As for trust model, Merigo et al. [13] obtained various
belief structures (BS), by using aggregation operators
within a D-S framework. They assessed the available
information with interval numbers such as the uncertain
weighted average (UWA), the uncertain ordered weighted
average (UOWA), the uncertain generalized weighted
average (UGWA) and the uncertain generalized ordered
weighted average (UGOWA). Jiang et al. [14] proposed a
trust model for ensuring the security of interactions in
open distributed systems, in this situation the entity’s trust
evaluation depends on both interaction experience of its
own and recommendation information from other entities,
so the Jiang et al. improved D-S evidence theory by
introducing a time efficiency factor calculation function,
multi-layer evidences reasoning and an improved fusion
approach for conflict evidence.

As for evaluation, Yanget al. [15] modified D-S to
aggregate the different evaluation information by
considering multiple experts’ evaluation opinions, failure
modes and three risk factors respectively, and used it in
analysis of aircraft turbine rotor blades. As for the
problems of subjective evaluation and uncertain
knowledge, Xiao et al. [16] proposed the concept of D-S
generalized fuzzy soft sets by combining D-S theory of
evidence and generalized fuzzy soft, and then applied it
into a medical diagnosis problem.

There are many researches on how to improve the
evaluation system by D-S theory, such as [17] and [18],
the former one focus on examining proposals for decision
making with D-S belief functions from the perspectives of
requirements for rational decision under ignorance and
sequential consistency, the latter one extended of D-S
evidence theory to get probabilities of antecedents and
conclusion of probability decision rules for synthesis
evaluation systems.

D-S theory also could be applied in some particular
areas, such as Kisku et al. [19] used it to face recognition,
Pichon et al. [20] used it to reinterpret the relevance and

truthfulness in information correction and fusion, and
Dong et.al [21] modified it to automatically combine
multiple matchers and to solve high conflicts among
different matchers for deep web interface designing.

As for AHP method [22],it can be used in many
applications besides our web data mining area, such as in
ecosystem [23], emergency management [24], plant
control [25], and sustainable groundwater resources [26]
and so on so forth. From those research works, it is clear
that AHP has been widely applied in many of the data
management and decision making areas.Some researchers
choose a combination of fuzzy theory and AHP, such as
Tao et al. [27] , Uzoka et al. [28] and Feng et al. [29]. Tao
proposed a decision model by the application of AFS
(axiomatic fuzzy set) theory and AHP method to get the
ranking order. Besides considering the preferences from
decision-makers which can make the decision results
more reasonable, they also provided the definitely
semantic interpretations for the decision results by their
theory. Uzoka used fuzzy logic and AHP for medical
decision support systems. It is interpreting idea to
introduce the semantic information proposed by Tao, thus
we try to add them in our EP comments mining this time.
However it causes high computational complexity, we
will try this in our future work in this aspect.

3 Modeling Premier Award Winner for EP

3.1 D-S theory in Premier Award Winner

The Dempster-Shafer decision theory is considered a
generalized Bayesian theory which is traditional method
to deal with statistical problems, and it is a mathematical
theory of evidence based on belief functions and plausible
reasoning, which is used to combine separate pieces of
information (or evidence) to calculate the probability of
an event, and the nature of evidence in our EP learning
resources objects are shown as following:

–Not reliable evidence : the comment is wrong
sometimes and right sometimes

–Uncertain evidence:
The length of comment contents are changing all the
time; The type of comment author: Organization,
trusted users, or anonymous

–Incomplete evidence: some properties of some
comments may be as NULL

–Contradictory evidence :High rating with low content
appraisal.

Definition 1. Mass function M{m1, . . . ,m6}.
Give a recognition frame of learning recourses, namedΘ
, the mass function of Basic Probability Assignment
(BPA) is a function that 2Θ → [0,1], and it requires:

m( /0) = 0 and∑PAW⊆Θ m(PAW) = 1
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Definition 2. Premier award Winner Evidences,
denoted by E:{E1, . . . ,E6}.
There are six independent evidences in our situation:
E1 D (Downloads), E2 CR (Comment rating),E3 CT
(Comment Title),E4 CC (Comment Content),E5 CAT
(Comment Author Type) andE6 CPT (Comment Posting
Time).

So in this paper, Dempster’s combinational rule should
be shown as following.

Definition 3. Premier Award Winner combinational
function Rule∀(PAW) ⊆ Θ , based on the six probability
mass function onΘ :m1,m2,m3,m4,m5,m6, we can get the
combinational function of these functions and evidences
as:

m1
⊕

m2
⊕

m3
⊕

m4
⊕

m5
⊕

m6 =
1
K ∑∇ ϖ

And K is the normalizing factor, the value of it should be:

K =∑∇6= /0 ϖ= 1- ∑∇= /0 ϖ
where∇ = D

⋂

CR
⋂

CT
⋂

CC
⋂

CA
⋂

CPT
and
ϖ = m1(D)m2(CR)m3(CT)m4(CC)m5(CAT)m6(CPT)

Definition 4. Premier Award Winner Belief
Confidence, which accounts all evidencesEk that support
the given proposition “PAW“, and it’s the lower bound of
the confidence interval.

Beli fi(PAW) = ∑Ek⊆PAWmi(Ek)

Definition 5. Premier Award Winner Plausibility
Confidence, which accounts all the observations that do
not rule out the given proposition. It’s the upper bound of
the confidence interval.

Plausibilityii(PAW) = 1−∑Ek
⋂

PAW= /0mi(Ek)

For there are 26,513 learning resource objects in our
EP website, the amount of computation amongst those
resources using mass function will be mount to
astronomical figures: 2(26,513), if we considering each
mass value of the dataset’s subsets. So it’s very important
to define our mass functions. We will explain it in the
following section.

3.2 Optimizing D-S PAW Model

There are three steps to optimize our model.

–Defining mass function
–Simplifying the combinational rules
–Analyzing the model

For there are six evidences in our model, so we can
get six of them with different parameters, asni , αi , βi ,
θi ,Si , mi i = 1, · · · ,6. To calculate the comprehensive
scores for learning resourcex, we need to synthetic
compute on the above six mass functions, takem1 andm2
as an example. There are two steps to achieve
combinational rules simplification.

Algorithm 1 Mass Function Definitionmi

1: Calculating the absolute score for all the learning resources
based on propertyi (or evidenceEi). Take comment’rating as
an example, the absolute value of resourcej is given as

ai
j =

1
Nj

Nj

∑
n=1

r j,n+δ iNj , j ∈Θ ,

whereNj is the number of comments for resourcej, r j,n is
the rating value given by commentn and δ i is a properly
selected weighting forNj .

2: Ranking the learning resources based on their absolute
valuesai

j for j ∈Θ .
3: Taking the topni resources, and saved them inSi .

4: Normalizing the topni resources, asbi
j =

ai
j

∑k∈Si
ai

k

5: Gettingmi(x)=











αibi
x+βi if x∈ Si ,

θi if x=Θ ,

0 otherwise

1.For

m(x) ∝ m1(x)m2(x)+m1(x)m2(Θ)

+m1(Θ)m2(x)+m1(Θ)m2(Θ)

∝ (m1(x)+m1(Θ))(m2(x)+m2(Θ))

wheremi(x)=

{

αibi
x+βi if x∈ Si ,

0 else
2.Then can get:

m(x) ∝
6

∏
i=1

(mi(x)+mi(Ω))

∝
6

∏
i=1

(

(αib
i
x+βi)Ix∈Si +θi

)

and whereIx∈Si =

{

1 if x∈ Si ,

0 else

From the expression ofm(x) ,we can see that, if then
is big enough asSi = Θ , this model will be a
multi-variable regression model, and the the highest
degree of it will be six. Otherwise, it will a piecewise
polynomial model based on ranking, which means
ranking the learning resources in the first step, then
piecewise linear assigning them according to the ranking
score, finally, multiplying their six properties values, and
the highest degree still is six.

If we hypothesisβi = 0, that means we hypothesis
mass functionmi(x) is a linear functions instead of an
affine function whenx ∈ Si , the piecewise multinomial
m(x) is equivalent to a high-dimensional linear model,
which is demonstrated that we can adopt the linear
regression or SVM to solve our problem in this situation.

There are also two procedures to analyze our model:
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1.In specific, whenβi = 0, we can get:

m(x) ∝
6

∏
i=1

(

αib
i
xIx∈Si +θi

)

∝
6

∏
i=1

(

αi b̄
i
x+θi

)

∝ ∑
U⊆{1,··· ,6}

(

∏
i∈U

αi ∏
i∈Uc

θi

)

∏
i∈U

b̄i
x

∝ ∑
U⊆{1,··· ,6}

wU b̂U
x

where

b̄i
x = bi

xIx∈Si =

{

bi
x if x∈ Si ,

0 else

Uc = {1, · · · ,6}\U , wU = ∏i∈U αi ∏i∈Uc θi ,
b̂U

x = ∏i∈U b̄i
x.

Thus m(x) is an affine functions of̂bU
x , if βi = 0. In

this case, we need to solve the following least squares
problem

min
wU

∑
x∈Θ

(

zx− ∑
U⊆{1,··· ,6}

wU b̂U
x

)2

We can solve this optimization problem based on the
linear regression model (LRM) or support vector
machine (SVM) method.

2.When βi 6= 0, we obtain the following challenging
optimization problem:

min
αi ,βi ,θi

∑
x∈Θ

(

zx−
6

∏
i=1

(

(αib
i
x+βi)Ix∈Si +θi

)

)2

4 PAW automatic evaluation

Analyses of our 100 most downloaded resources shows
that approximately 60% are of the resource type
“Teaching Resources”, with “Simulation”, “Case Study”,
“Tutorial” and “Labs” as the most popular subsets.
Another 30% of the resources are cataloged as general
reference resources. The last 10% are of resource type
Community, which generally refers to websites or blogs.
Within the top 20 most popular EP resources, 18 are
Premier Award winners, and the top 10 downloaded
learning objects areMecMovies, LAS File Viewer,
Engineering Graphics Tutorials and Lecture
Presentations, Jeroo, MDSolids: Educational Software
for Mechanics of Materials, Web-based Center for
Automated Testing (Web-CAT), ARCADE: Interactive
Non-linear Structural Analysis and Animation,
JFLAP,Biological Information Handling: Essentials for

Table 1: Premier Award Winner

Record Title PAW Downloads Comments
M Yes 2,261 11

LFV No 2,183 1
EGTLP Yes 2,035 4

J Yes 1,809 6
M : ESMM Yes 1,510 5

WCAT Yes 1,349 10
ARCAD Yes 1,275 10
JFLAP Yes 1,080 5
BIHEE Yes 927 8

SLMTEC Yes 884 6

Engineers and SMET Learning Modules and
Technologies for an Electronics Curriculum,as shown in
Table 1, but here we only take their initial for format
requirements.

To verify our method, we compare it with our
“Premier Award software”. The “most commented” and
“most downloaded” resources are accessible on the K-12,
Higher Ed and disciplinary pages. We ended 2011 with
approximately 12,000 commented or reviewed records -
about 74% of our records. As an example of the most
highly viewed records, Table 4 shows the cumulative
number of views, downloads and comments for the top 20
courseware metadata records. Note a “record download”
represents the number of times the user went to either the
original resource or downloaded the referenced file. All
but two of these most downloaded resources won the
Premier Award for Excellence in Engineering Education.
Based on this, it is the very best rated by a human panel
of experts and thus should be the gold standard to
compare against. We have found that the Premier Award
winners are usually at the top of this list. The Premier
Award winners are resources in which a jury of experts
has determined to be of the very highest quality. So we
chose it as the gold standard against which to test any
automated algorithm.

There are two dataset we want to use for optimizing
our method, the first one is the Premier Award winners,
and the number of it is 29. The second dataset is the top
100 most downloads learning resources.

First, we use linear regression method, that means all
the seven variables in this model are of first degree, these
seven variables are a constant term,Downloads number,
Comment Rating, Comment Posting Time, Comment Title
Score,Comment Content Score,Comment Author Score, so
the model is:

Y = a+a1x1+a2x2+ . . .+a6x6

and the values of those corresponding coefficients isb =
[-0.0873, 0.8996, -0.0396, -0.0199, -0.1082, 0.1927,
0.2829],the confidence intervals for them are:bint=
[-0.4584 0.2644], [0.6925 0.9635], [-0.2764 0.3060],
[-0.3181 0.4102], [-0.1700 -0.0178], [0.0164 0.2126],
[0.0350 0.2963]. To validate the effectiveness of this
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linear regression model, we can gets = [0.2704, 30.4522,
0, 0.0310], the parameters fors are R2, F inspection
value, thresholdf, and thep that related to prominence
rate, then we can discuss our model using the following
three standards:

–The general rule is that: the biggerR2 it is, the better
the model is.

–To test the significance of linear regression, researchers
generally use the following statistics:Ftest, Ttest and
correlation coefficient test, by Matlab, we can getF
andf, normally, the biggerF it is, the better the model
is, specially,F should be overf, obviously, we have
30.4522> 0 here.

–The P that related to prominence rate should be able
to the requirement of lesser thanα(0.05), if not, that
means there are redundant variables in this model, and
should be removed from it.From this respect, our
model presented here is rational.

By cross-multiply the variables from this linear
regression, we can get new variables for the quadratic
regression model, such asx1x2, x1x3, so the total number
of it will be 22, the first parameter is constant, then others
are shown as following array.

1 2 3 4 5 6
2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16

17 18 19
20 21

22

The figures in the first row are the variables from the
linear regression:x1,x2,x3,x4,x5 and x6, the “2“ in the
second row is thex1, the “3“ meansx1 ∗x2, the “3” means
x1∗x3 and so on so forth. We can also get theb, bint ands
for these variables as in the linear regression model, and
then can analyze them with the same three standards.By
those compute results, this model is even more reasonable
then the former one.

At last, we use anohter multinomial regression model
to test our method out, the highest degree of its variables
is six. Now, we have 64 parameters in this model, and the
correspondence of those parameters({y}) and the original
parameters (x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6) in the first model should be
like:

y(i1+ i2∗2+ i3∗4+ i4∗8+ i5∗16+ i6∗32+1)

In here, the variables{i1, . . . , i6} mean combined
variable ofx1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6, so y(1) means all the values
of {i1, . . . , i6} is 0, only contains the constant; y(2) means
i1 = 1, so it only containsx1, y(3) meansi2 = 1, so it only
containsx2; y(4) meansi1 = i2 = 1,so it only contains
bothx1 andx2. We can also getb, bint sas the former two
models, and evaluate it with the same three standards.

In the experiment, we get top 600 learning resources
as date set, the first 200 is for training data, the left

Fig. 7: liner regression model

learning resource is for testing data. During the test phase,
we need to adjust the parameterN, which means select
top n objects and save them into setS, as we said in
section 3.2 in the Mass Function Definition algorithm. So
can test those models with error rateerrate, the
probability valueP and theF value, as said in these three
standards mentioned before. As shown in Figure7, Figure
9 and Figure11, the red line is forP (Probability), the
better the model is ,the more its value is; the blue line is
for errate, and the green line is forF, it is used for
describing the model’s significance, the higher it is, the
more reasonable the model is. It should be noticed that F
is divided by 1000 to integrate all those curves into the
same figures. From Figure7, Figure9 and Figure11, we
can see our method is reliable, all theF is high abovef,
and theerrate are mostly around 3%, the best one even
can low to 1.5%. Finally, combing with the comparison of
these models mean value and best value, as shown in
Figure13 and Figure14, we can draw a conclusion that it
is best to select the top 40-45 learning resources as
Premier Award Winner candidate, and the quadratic
regression model will be the most practicable ancillary
tool to help this competition. From Figure8, Figure 10
and Figure12 are the regression residuals plot for those
three models, we can draw a similarity conclusion from
these plots.

5 AHP Automatic Evaluation

We already have done learning object Evaluation by AHP
[22] in our prior work [6]. By using AHP method to
verify our PAW automatic evaluation , we choose top 100
most commented resources as testing dateset. The mainly
procedure contains three steps: building the Hierarchy,
ranking criteria/preferences matrices and making
judgments and comparisons. There are three lays on our
system by using AHP, that is, the objective layer, criteria
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Fig. 8: liner regression residuals plot

Fig. 9: Quadratic regression model

layer, and alternatives layer. The framework of the AHP
hierarchy and the content of each layer is as shown in
Figure15.

–Objective layer: Select the most valuable learning
resource objects;

–Criteria layer: downloads number,comment rating,
comment title, comment description/ comment
content, comment author type (person, organization,
or anonymous), posting time;

–Alternatives layer: the top 100 most commented
resources in computer science discipline.

5.1 Judgement matrices

There are one judgement matrix in criteria layer and six
judgement matrices in alternatives layer to be determined.

Fig. 10: Quadratic regression residuals plot

Fig. 11: Sextic regression model

Fig. 12: Sextic regression residuals plot
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Fig. 13: Comparison of three regression models’ mean
values

Fig. 14: Comparison of three regression models’ best
value

Fig. 15: AHP hierarchy for Automatic Evaluation

We will establish them based on the expert information
and quantitative information respectively.

Judgement matrices in criteria layer. Let matrix
M ∈ R6×6 denote the judgement matrix in criteria layer
andCi , i = 1, . . . ,6, denote the five criteria (factors) in the
criteria layer respectively. To establish matrixM, a
questionnaire is used to make the pairwise comparison on
importance between these five factors. In matrixM, its
elementMi, j means the quantitative relative importance
judgement of pairwise factorsCi and Cj . The standard
relative importance scale is employed,

Judgement matrices in alternative layer. Let matrices
Mi ∈ R100×100, i = 1, . . . ,6, denote the judgement matrix
for criteria Ci in the alternative layer andAi ,
i = 1, . . . ,100, denote the top 100 most commented
resources respectively. To establish each matrixMi , we
use the following two steps:

–Calculate the Absolute Importance (AI i)
Based on the related information, such as the rating
value and number of comments for ratingC1,
calculate the absolute importance value for each
alternative under criterionCi ;

–Scale and calculate the Relative Importance (RIi)
Scale the absolute importance value to 1 to 9, and
calculate the relative importance to get the matrixMi ;

So, we can determine the judgement matrices for each
attributes in the alternative layer,taking Rating matrix as
an examples.
Rating matrix M1. For the criterion of rating, the average
rating value, varying from 1 to 6, and the number of
comments are used to determine the absolute importance
of the rating for each resourcej = 1, . . . ,100 as follows:

AI1
j =

1
Nj

Nj

∑
n=1

r j,n+α1Nj

whereNj is the number of comments for resourcej, r j,n is
the rating value given by commentn andα1 is a properly
selected weighting forNj . By this method, we can also
get Comment title matrixM2, Comment description matrix
M3, Author type matrixM4, Posting time matrixM5 and
Download number matrixM6.

AI i
j =

1
Nj

Nj

∑
n=1

LTj,n+α iNj(i = 1, ...,6)

SupposeAI i
max and AI i

min are the maximum and
minimum absolute importance of the top 100 most
commented resources respectively, thus the relative
importance value of resourcej is given by the following
linear scaling method:

RIij =
8

AI i
max−AI i

min

(AI i
j −AI i

min)+1

We assume thatAI i
max> AI i

min.The element in matrixMi

can be given by

Mi
k, j =

RIik
RIij
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Note that we will use the same linear scaling method and
definition of RIij for the following matrices,i = 2, . . . ,6,
and omit them.

5.2 Weighting

After getting the judgement matrixM, we obtain the
weightings of the five criteria in the second layer by
calculating its normalized eigenvector wmax
corresponding to the maximum eigenvalueλmax, that is,

Mwmax= λmaxwmax,

6

∑
i=1

wmax,i = 1.

Similarly, we get weightings of different alternative under
criteria Ci , i = 1, . . . ,6, as the normalized eigenvectors
wi

max of Mi as follows:

Miwi
max= λ i

maxw
i
max,

100

∑
j=1

wi
max, j = 1.

Note that for Mi , i = 1, . . . ,6, they are 100× 100
dimension matrices, thus it is time-consuming job to
exactly calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. To
obtain a high quality estimation in short time, we use the
following approach (takeM for example):

1.Normalize each column inM, that is,M
′

i, j =
Mi, j

∑n
i=1 Mi, j

;

2.SumM
′

i, j in each row, that is,M
′

i = ∑n
j=1M

′

i, j ;
3.Estimate the desired eigenvectorw by normalizeMi ,

that is,w= {w j} j=1,...,n, wherew j ≈
M

′
j

∑n
i=1 M

′
i
;

4.The maximum eigenvalueλ can be estimated by
1
n ∑n

i=1
(Mw)i

wi
.

Note that, a well-defined judgement matrix should be
transitive, here we can check its consistence by Saaty
Rule[22]. It suggests to calculating the following
Consistency Ratio (CR):

CRM =
CIM
RIn

whereCIM is so-called Consistence Index of matrixM,
defined as,

CIM =
λmax−n

n−1

andRIn is the so-called Random Index forn×n matrix. If
CRM < 0.1, then matrix M is consistent; otherwise, we
need to adjust M until the condition satisfies. For
matricesMi , i = 1, . . . ,6, we assert that they are always
consistent because

Mi
k, jM

i
j,l =

RIik
RIij

RIij
RIil

= Mi
k,l

thus λ i
max = n and CIMi = 0. Furthermore, the total

consistency is also holds because

wmax,1CIM1 +wmax,2CIM2 + · · ·+wmax,6CIM6

wmax,1RI100+wmax,2RI100+ · · ·+wmax,6RI100
= 0< 0.1.

5.3 Experimental Set up

To summarize the implementation of AHP for our
problem, we need to:

1.Criteria Evaluation
Get judgment matrixM based on expert information,
calculate its maximum eigenvalue and corresponding
eigenvectorwmax, and check its consistence by Saaty
Rule (adjust it if necessary);

2.Alternative Weightings Calculation:
For each criteriaCi , i = 1, . . . ,6, calculate its
judgement matrix, and further calculate its maximum
eigenvaluewi

max and corresponding eigenvector;

3.Alternative Evaluation:
The final evaluationv j for alternativej is given as

v j =
6

∑
i=1

wmax,iw
i
max, j .

Then the top 10 learning resources will be returned to
users. To implement the proposed AHP method, first
the following judgement matrixM in criteria layer is
obtained based on the expert information from the
questionnaire.

M =

















1 3 1 4 4 1
5

1
3 1 1

2
1
4

1
4

4
7

1 2 1 2 2 1
5

1
5 1 1

6 1 1
2 6

1
4 4 1

2 1 1 1
9

5 7 5 9 9 1

















The maximum eigenvalueλmax of M is 6.5536, the
CI = λmax−6

6−1 = 0.1107 andCR= CI
RI = 0.0893< 0.1, thus

it is consistent. The corresponding normalized
eigenvector is wmax =
(0.1609,0.04315,0.1143,0.0767,0.0767,0.5281), which
is also the weightings of the six criteria.

Next we calculate the judgement matrices in
alternative layer. To properly set parametersα i ,
i = 1, . . . ,6, we calculate the average number of
comments, rating, comment title length, comment length,
author value, posting time value and download number
(4.31, 3.51, 38.3, 481.4, 2.51, 0.24,1951). Note thatα i

can be viewed as a scale factor for the number of
comments, so we setα i according to the above average
value, as shown in Table.2.
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Table 2: Parameters setting for AHP

i 1 2 3 4 5 6
α i 0.8 8 10 0.5 0.05 30

Fig. 16: Comparison with AR

Fig. 17: Comparison with ACL

Then we can obtain the eigenvectors of
Mi , i = 1, . . . ,6, by estimation method,we can further get
the final evaluation of the top 100 commented resources.
We normalized the evaluation of the 100 resources by
average rating (AR), average comments length (ACL),
average comment title length(ACTL), average number of
comments (ANC), average author value (AAV) and
download number (DN). Figure16 - Figure21 show the
first 50 resource evaluation value by AHP and the above
average methods. From Figure16-Figure21, we can see
that the evaluation results obtained by AHP and ACL own
the highest similarity. Furthermore, AHP can be viewed
as a mixed method of these average method.

To make it clear, we define the standard deviation
between AHP and method∗ as

SD∗ =

(

100

∑
j=1

(vAHP
j −v∗j )

)2

wherevAHP
j , v∗j are the normalized evaluation value for

resource j obtained by AHP and method∗. Table. 3
reports the standard deviation for different methods. ACL,
AR and DN have the smaller SD values compared with
other methods. It is consistent with the expert information
and our proposed AHP method from the judgement

Fig. 18: Comparison with ANCL

Fig. 19: Comparison with ATL

Fig. 20: Comparison with AAV

Fig. 21: Comparison with AD
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Table 3: The squared deviation of different methods with AHP

ACL AR AAV ATL APTV DN
SD 0.034 0.041 0.050 0.057 0.059 0.006

Table 4: The top 10 recommended resources by different methods

AHP ACL DN
1 Alice 2.0 The Black Swan Saul Griffith
2 iWoz ACM K-12 World Without Oil
3 First Barbie Pair Programming Darmstadt Dribblers
4 Pair Programming Educating Engineers Software Engineering With Java
5 The Black Swan Computer Museum Toy Story
6 Computing ThinkCycle A Threat in the Air
7 Computational Geometry Initiatives World Without Oil
8 Language Media Science and Engineering Indicators
9 Achieving Dreams Scratch Autonomous Flying Robots
10 ACM K-12 Children Website Algorithm Animation at Georgia Tech

matrix M, we see that criteria rating and comment length
have the bigger weightings, and DN has the biggest one.

6 Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we proposed an automatic evaluation
system for learning resources ranking in a real world
digital library, Engineering Pathway (EP). We model the
best and most popular leaning resource objects from
Premier Award Winner, which is introduced to recognize
high-quality, non-commercial courseware designed to
enhance engineering education. Then we select top 600
most popular learning resource objects as the data set,
first 200 of them are as training data, the rest 400 are as
testing date. By using D-S evidence theory to model our
problem, after we give the effective mass function
definition, this model can be transferred into multinomial
regression model. To test the validity of our method, we
try three different models: linear regression, quadratic
regression and sextic regression, by all of these tests, we
can get the most practicable model. With the help of this
model, it will be more much simple and precise to help
our domain experts to select our most valuable learning
resources in our EP digital library.Here, we compare it
with baselines(linear regression, quadratic regression and
sextic regression), instead of classical F-score, precision
and recall. The reason for it is that we do this experiment
not to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, but
to aim to choose the most important factor that could help
us most in off-line training phase.

Our work is based on the assumption: ”We Assume
the longer the comment title is, the more important it is”.
However, there are many factors to effect the importance
of the review, such as readability and coverage. There are
some former work, such as [30] and [31]. And Another
assumption is ”We assume the more greater the average

posting time is, the more important the resource is”. The
background of this assumption is that we have lots of
learning objects with high number of downloads or
comments, but the reason for them is they are not latest
ones, those latest ones tend to have less browsers and then
less downloads and comments. So the posting time and
the importance may be relevant. Another deficiency in our
this phase work is our unconvincing dataset number, for
there are truly too few Premier Award Winner each year,
we only have 30 of them as referee, but we will confirm
its veracity in the following years.

Our work opens up several interesting future
directions. First, we can introduce more semantic
information analysis on the comments data. Second, we
can also conduct a more detailed study on how to
accurately classify the comments’ author type. And
without doubt, we would like to extend our model to other
decision making tasks. For example, we can do this
analysis for metadata search, which is also an important
function in our EP digital library.
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